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Milestone 5
Task Tiffanie Carl Isaiah Nick

Https 
overhaul

100%

Begin MitM 
of 3D printer

70% 30%

Create the 
poster for the 
project

90% 10%

Compile (1st 
round) 
evaluation 
results

100%

Create 
e-book page

5% 95%



HTTPS Demo



E-book Page

Goals and 
motivation

Security 
measures 
taken

Pen testing 
and 
evaluations



MitM Progress

Device to 
be proxied



MitM Cont.
Setting 
vendor and 
product ids

Facedancer 
listens in on 
USB device 
interfacing 
with host

Intercepted HID data



Evaluation Results

● The style is slightly dated and 
could be cleaner

● Make the shortcuts on the bottom of 
the screen larger

● Better use of empty space, more 
style to navbar

● The title doesn't change and needs 
to be bigger

● The hello world text should be 
replaced

● Overall graphical/image 
improvements

Appearance
● Provide users with feedback when 

their print has started
● See progress of uploads in a page
● Multiple uploads
● A robots.txt and sitemap.xml

User Interaction Feedback



Evaluation Results

● More information about file uploads
● Might be helpful to have an undo 

button in case a file gets deleted on 
accident

● Button to contact the requester for 
more info related to the build request

● Blocking an account
● Maybe a way to ban a user. You'd 

probably just want to delete any 
banned user's files instead of letting 
them know they are banned since they 
could just create a new account to get 
around the ban.

● Users require admin approval upon 
account creation before they can 
upload files. You could easily write a 
script to spam that webpage and flood 
it with data from /dev/random. Email 
validation before being able to upload 
is also useful.

Admin Experience
● Minimalistic design with effective 

functionality serves well for FIT 
websites

Additional Feedback





Milestone 6
Task Tiffanie Carl Isaiah Nick

1. Test/demo of the 
entire system

25% 25% 25% 25%

2. Evaluation results
25% 25% 25% 25%

3. Create user/developer 
manual

25% 25% 25% 25%

4. Create demo video 25% 25% 25% 25%

5. Finish MitM of printer 25% 25% 25% 25%



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, incluiding icons by Flaticon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik.

Any 
Questions?

Thank You!


